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I am loosing faith in the voting system. 

Once apon a time you voted in person with verification or who you are. (votes tallied 

by precincts, delivered to County Elections and counted again to be tallied yet again 

at Sec of State). that was transparent IMO. 

Fast forward to today and this year you start voting Oct. 20th and continue to vote for 

a week after election day on a machine that the Oregon AG and Sec of State say are 

vulnerable to fraud on a machine that contains 2 modems and the people in power 

chose to not allow a forensic audit of the machines . (this is not transparent).. 

Motor voter is a agenda to let non citizens vote in our sovereign elections (this too is 

flawed). 

This year you consider a Bill to let Felons vote in prison ( I can only wonder what 

initiatives or kind of candidates or political promises such a detained person might 

vote for. 

Now same day voting ? WTH ! 

IMO if a person has no ability to pre register 20 days before election... their vote is 

going to be suspect if not fraudulent (prove me wrong). 

In 2016 Democrats Nation wide thought the vote was fraudulent (Russian Collusion 

for example). in 2020 Republicans Nation wide found the election results suspect as 

well. 

I am old and retired so after 45 yrs voting in Oregon I went down to see what 

happens late night at the elections office in Lane co. 

Imagine my shock as people left with large bags backpacks and a duffel bag. HOW 

IS THIS EVEN ACCEPTABLE WHEN YOU CAN'T TAKE A BACK PAC INTO THE 

STORE? 

(all things above leave me distrustful of a right I hold very dear). 

But when I seen a back pack carried around down were ballots are processed on a 

live stream vid ( Lane co used vid to show transparency) I was concerned. 

I watched the video several times and talking to a friend and giving him a link we 

found the video was not live stream it had been cut (edited) :( SO MUCH FOR 

TRANSPARENCY. 

This is now  evidence. 

Our Citizenry should not suffer such non transparency in our election... and I see no 

reason a person who can't register 20 days before a election should be considered 

cognoscente to vote. 

 

 


